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MUIR STRING QUARTET 
Peter Zazofsky and Lucia Lin, violins 
Steven Ansell, viola 
Michael Reynolds, violoncello 
The Beethoven String Quartets 
BEETHOVEN Quartet in E-flat Major, Op. 74 "Harp" 
Poco Adagio-Allegro 
Adagio ma non troppo 
Presto 
Allegretto con variazioni 




Allegro molto, quasi Presto 
INTERMISSION 
Quartet in C-sharp Minor, Op. 131 
Adagio ma non .troppo e molto espressivo 
Allegro molto vivace 
Allegro moderato 
Andante ma non troppo e molto cantabile 
Presto 
Adagio quasi un poco Andante 
Allegro 
THE BEETHOVEN STRING QUARTETS 
The Early Quartets 
Beethoven waited a surprisingly long time to debut as a composer of string 
quartets, especially considering the popularity of the genre in Viennese salons. 
Perhaps he was simply reticent about competing so directly with Haydn, the 
acknowledged master of the medium, who produced fourteen of his greatest 
quartets (published as Opus 71, 74, 76, and 77) between 1793 and 1799, 
Beethoven's first years in Vienna. Moreover, Beethoven's earliest chamber works 
were tied to the piano, his own instrument, beginning with the very first pieces that 
he deemed worthy of receiving an opus number, a set of three piano trios. But 
eventually, he weaned himself from the piano, largely through the medium of the 
string trio, and demonstrated complete mastery of the problems of composing for 
strings without piano in the Opus 3 and Opus 9 trios, as well as in the charming 
Opus 8 serenade. Yet he remained overly modest (as it seems to us) about quartet 
w~' . Not until 1798 did he begin work on a set of quartets, and most of the 
ni:_ o years was required to bring it to completion. The entire Opus 18 set 
was published in 180 I; they marked the end of the first stage of Beethoven's 
involvement with the string quartet, an involvement that was to last, on and off, for 
the rest of his life. 
The Middle Period Quartets 
Following the completion of the Opus 18 quartets, Beethoven avoided the string 
quartet medium for a time. The gap was not especially long-only about four 
years-but it was momentous for Beethoven's creative development. Those four 
years saw the creation of the Eroica Symphony, which marked the opening of the 
floodgates. Never again was Beethoven to be so prolific, turning out symphonies, 
concertos, quartets, sonatas, and an opera, along with many other works, all 
• projected on a scale much larger than before. Until very recently, it was always the 
middle period that people referred to when they spoke of Beethoven's style; the 
early works too were much influenced by his forebears, it was said, while the late 
ones were too bizarre and recherche. Even today, though we recognize the 
authentic Beethoven behind the masks of all three periods, we often feel that his 
"middle period" works are individual in a way not always true earlier (though even 
here, his enormous debt to Haydn and Mozart is still evident). Actually the so-
called "middle period" quartets were not composed in the same brief, relatively 
uninterrupted span as the early and late works. Opus 59 occupied Beethoven 
from 1805-6, but he also composed the Fourth Symphony, the Fourth Piano 
Concerto, the Appassionata Sonata, and Fidelio (in its first incarnation as Leonore) 
d1 ' the same time. Opus 74 and Opus 95 did not come along until 1809 and 
respectively, and few works are more diverse than these two siblings. Still, 
e five quartets have always been the most frequently performed and, rightly or 
not, their taut muscularity symbolizes our concept of what is Beethovenian. 
The Late Quartets 
Beethoven returned to the medium of the string quartet in 1824-following a 
break of some dozen years-after he had completed his Ninth Symphony, the last 
of the thirty-two piano sonatas, and the Missa So/emnis. The five late string quartets 
thus became Beethoven's final musical testament, containing some of the most 
personal music he ever wrote. For the rest of the century, response to these works 
was either patronizing (the assumption being that they were so "odd" simply 
because Beethoven's deafness caused him to miscalculate the musical effect) or 
downright hostile (one French composer referred to them as "the muddy source 
from which has flowed all the bad music of the last half-century"). This is ironic, 
because Beethoven's contemporaries heard them without undue alarm. Yet even as 
late as the I 880's, more than half a century after Beethoven's death, a Boston 
reviewer reported a performance of one of them and wondered in print whether 
the performers or the audience were more confused by the piece. Still, these 
quartets had an extraordinary influence on some composers-among them 
Wagner, Elgar, Schoenberg, and Bart6k. Eventually, the master inherent in this 
music became widely recognized by listeners as well. 
Quartet in E-flat Major, Opus 7 4, "Harp" 
After the intense and mystifying outburst of the Opus 59 quartets, which seem to 
have lost for Beethoven some of the audience of enthusiastic chamber music 
amateurs who had loved opus 18, the E-flat quartet seems to be a retrenchment. 
There are few of the compositional problems that made the Rasumovsky quartets 
so difficult to grasp; the technique is unusually rich and varied, but the form and 
content is traightforward. Even the dedication, to Prince Lobkowitz, who had 
already received the dedication of Opus 18, hints at Beethoven's apparent 
intention. Composed in 1809, Opus 74 is one of a group of works in the key of E-
flat, which for some reason or other seems to have dominated Beethoven's 
attention that year (the others include the "Emperor" Concerto, the piano sonata 
"Les Adieux," Opus 81 a, and the Trio, Opus 70 Nq: 2.) And 1809 was the year in 
which the French attacked Vienna for the second time, including two days of actual 
bombardment of the city, which forced Beethoven to take refuge in his brother's 
cellar in the heart of town (his own lodgings were in the direct line of fire) , 
covering his ears with pillows in an attempt to protect them from the low-pitched 
percussive effect of the cannon's roar, which hurt despite his growing deafness. 
Although he had just won the increased security of a lifetime pension guaranteed 
by his closest friend ~s among the aristocracy, these same nobles had been forced by 
the fighting and proximity of the French to flee the city entirely (the "Les Adieux" 
sonata reflects this event). 
None of these facts seem to be reflected in the music of Opus 74. The slow 
introduction hints strongly at the subdominant in a series of expressive phra~­
isolated by silence until a chromatically rising line in the first violin brings us to 
Allegro. Pizzicatos begin to appear in all four instruments immediately after the 
statement of the main theme. At first they stay only briefly, but they will come back 
in much more elaborate guise-especially the arpeggios at the end of the 
development-and are eresponsible for the nickname The Harp. It may strike us 
that these arpeggios bear little relationship with the splashes of sound found in 
most harp writing that we know, but we are forgetting that in the context of the 
first performances, the amount and intensity of arpeggio effects used in thie 
movement was something quite new and must have struck audiences as a powerful 
enrichment of technique. The development itself moves in stately strides, with 
scarcely a modulation-a far cry from the intensity of the Opus 59 quartets. Much 
of it is an elaboration of a single foreignkey, C major; dominant tension for the 
return to the tonic is highlighted by the arpeggios, first plucked, then bowed, rising 
through the texture and finally racing in contrary motion to land on the home key 
and initiate the recapitulation. Suddenly at the beginning of the coda, Beethoven 
introduces an idea that seems to come from the world of the concerto, as the first 
violin takes off in an exploision of fireworks; the other instruments harmonize this in 
a grand peroration, and the final arpeggios in contrary motion allow the main idea 
of the movement to evaporate as whimsy. 
Tb."' ~dagio ma non troppo is basically a lyrical effusion on the opening A-flat melody, 
v.. reappears twice in increasingly lush guises with interludes of less stable 
material to allow the restatement of the main theme to serve as a kind of resolution. 
It is followed by an extraordinarily vigorous Scherzo, a headlong rushing with 
colorful harmonies in the Neapolitan (D-flat) against the tonic C minor. This is 
twice contrasted with a still faster Trio to which Beethoven adds the note "Imagine 
the beat in 6/8" (instead of the written 3/4)-in other words play it so fast that two 
measures sound like one. It is a contrapuntal exercise, curiously gauche, perhaps a 
parody of the lessons Beethoven had been giving his one composition student, the 
Archduke Randolph. 
The quartet is capped off, quite unusually, with one of the most lightweight finales 
Beethoven ever conceived, and Allegretto theme-and-variations; it comes as a 
surprise especially after the huge fugue at the end of the Opus 59 set, and is yet 
another indication of his aim to recapture his traditional audience. 
Quartet in G Major, Opus 18 No. 2 
In many of his early works, Beethoven seems to have been exorcising the ghost of 
Mozart with the Opus 3 string trio and the Opus 16 quintet for piano and winds, 
not to mention the first two piano concertos (all pieces inviting direct comparison 
with Mozartean masterpieces). He finally entered what was pre-eminently Haydn's 
territory with his Opus 18 quartets and, with the G-major quartet, actually evoked 
Haydn's witty style. Although the original manuscripts for the entire series of size 
quartets are lost, making it difficult to determine the precise order of composition, 
ars (from surviving sketches) that the G-major quartet was the last of a sub-
of three works (published as Nos. 3, I, and 2). But even this does not tell 
. whole story; the faster intermezzo in the middle of the slow movement was an 
afterthought, possibly contemporaneous with the last three Opus 18 quartets. 
The first movement themes are consciously square and balanced in a 
conver sational mode that was always ready to turn cliche into clinching conclusion. 
Indeed, one phrase of the opening subject (m. 5-8) takes on increasing weight in 
later appearances-to such an extent that this unprepossessing, polite little phrase 
finally becomes the epigrammatic closing gesture of the whole movement. But we 
have no hint of that at first, as the well-behaved exposition stays near the normal 
tonic and dominant keys. This very restraint makes a sudden move to E-flat early 
in the development much more effective, especially because it turns into an 
evocative, mysterious, pianissimo passage generated from one of the opening 
phrases. Hammering Os in the cello and violin initiate the recapitulation. Here, a 
move almost overlooked in the exposition-a subtle emphasis on B, the third degree 
(mi) of the G-major scale-has wonderous consequences when the now emphatic 
B becomes the dominant, bringing in a bright E-major passage before the return to 
the home key for the rest of the recapitulation. The witty epigram that has cut off 
discussion seems about to grow into an elaborate coda, but it suddenly breaks off 
with a smile. 
In many respects the slow movement is the oddest part of the piece, though the 
Adagio cantabile is about as conventional as one could possibly expect, a slov 
song in C major, returning after the middle section in a more ornate form. Th 
oddity is the total contrast in the middle section itself, an Allegro dance pattern in 
the subdominant key of F. on a four-note motive derived from the end of the Adagio. 
This passage is known to have been conceived after the completion of the bulk of 
the quartet, but what it replaces is anybody's guess. 
The Scherzo theme is a coy and bouncy version of the Adagio melody from the 
second movement, while the emphasis on Bin the second half recalls a similar 
stress in the first movement. The first phrase of the Trio seems determined to move 
boldly, but the second part turns energetic drive to amusing wishful thinking as it 
collapses on itself and modulates back to the key of the Scherzo for its light-
fingered repetition. 
The broadly planned finale is one of the best last mqvements Beethoven had yet 
composed, functioning simultaneously as a witty play of breathless little phrases out 
of which the theme is constructed and as a series of references to the earlier 
movements. The theme itself is closely related to an important transitional idea 
from the first movement. Following the modulation to the dominant and the 
presentation of a new theme in that key, Beethoven undertakes a harmonic evasion 
and a surprisingly long emphasis on the home dominant; since nothing would be 
easier than a simple return to the tonic for a rondo-like restatement, this emphasis 
is suspicious, suggesting a trick in store. Sure enough, a sudden restatement in E-
flat calls to mind the equally unexpected appearance of that key in the first 
movement, and a later section in C major brings back the tonal center of the slow 
movement and of the third movement's Trio. Still further and more rapid har ic 
feints ultimately lead home for a full recapitulation and energetic coda. 
Although this quartet has often been treated in a patronizing way, it s tonal and 
thematic connections between movements mark it as one of Beethoven's most 
enterprising ventures. And it is not totally impossible that, having successfully 
taken on Haydn on his own turf and in his own style, Beethoven felt prepared at 
last to turn to that still larger medium dom inated by his former master, the 
symphony. 
Quartet in C-sharp Minor, Opus 13 I 
Beethoven himself claimed that this was his greatest quartet. It is certainly a 
composition utterly unique, unified on the very grandest scale throughout is entire 
length and departing totally from the older pattern of four movements, which 
typically had proceeded from a sonata-allegro opening to a slow movement (often 
a theme with variations), to a scherzo and trio, culminating in a rondo-style finale. 
In Opus 13 I, instead, everything leads and builds toward the final movement-the 
seventh-the only one in full-fledged sonata form. Each movement takes its place 
in an overarching architectural and expressive plan proceeding from the slow 
fugue of the opening, which establishes the key and furnishes a number of 
important musical ideas to be carried out in the remainder of the work, and moves 
tb· gh practically every key that can be directly related to the tonic before 
r .. ing the harmonic tensions in a powerful finale. 
The theme of the fugue appeared in one of Beethoven's conversation books at the 
close of the year 1825, and the composition of the entire work occupied the 
earlier months of the following year. He sold the quartet to the publisher Schott 
for the fee of 80 ducats on August 12, 1826, but not before playing a joke for what 
he considered the publisher's insult in demanding that the work be "original": he 
wrote on the copy turned over to Schott's agent, "Put together from pilfering from 
one thing and another." He had to write a week later to calm his alarmed 
p_ublisher with reassurances that the work was "brand new." 
The opening fugue is one of the most serious examples of the genre that 
Beethoven turned to so frequently in his last years. He carefully arranged the fugal 
"answer" so as to stress the "Neapolitan" D-natural and its relation to the tonic, 
C-sharp. One immediate consequence is the link from the ·first to the second 
movements: the fugue ends with a rising octave C-sharp in first violin and viola; all 
four instruments repeat that move a half-step higher, on D, and find themselves 
launched into what sounds at first like a rondo, with its dancelike 6/8 tune over a 
tonic pedal. But it does not have the kind of variety that we associate with a 
Beethoven rondo, and gradually it becomes clear that the conflict is not to be 
found within individual movements but between them-that the quartet is 
conceived as a totality. 
A short transitional movement tosses a few motives back and forth before moving 
into an expressive recitative, and then leads to the theme and variations in A 
. These variations are as far-ranging as those of the Diabelli set for piano 
gh not on the same grand scale, since here they must form part of a larger 
. _ce), examples of Beethoven's ability to penetrate to the core of even the 
simplest musical notion and recreate it in terms of vastly different emotional 
realms. The climactic variation is hymnlike, followed by recollections of the 
original theme and some partial variations before moving on to the E-major Presto, 
a seemingly rough-hewn and plainspoken joke that ,contains unexpected harmonic 
twists and rhythmic subtleties. Virtually its only modulations are to A (the key of 
the preceding movement) and G-sharp (the key of the following one), and like all of 
the other sections of the quartet it therefore plays its own role locally while filling 
part of the grand design. A short Adagio links the Scherzo with the final movement, 
the only one in a full-scale dramatic sonata form, the culmination of all that has 
gone before, with backward references, especially to the opening fugue theme, that 
tie the entire seven-movement structure together into a single, extraordinarily 
unified work. 
Beethoven's Opus 131 exercised a powerful influence on composers from Wagner 
to Schoenberg and Bartek; indeed, much of the development of German musical 
thought in the 19th century would be unthinkable without it. For the centennial of 
Beethoven's birth, Wagner wrote a famous-and somewhat overwrought-tribute to 
the quartet. Beethoven's own evaluation of this, his favorite string quartet, is so 
unassuming that we can only gape: he told a friend, "Thank God there is less lack 
of imagination than ever before." 
-Program notes written by Steven Le( r 
MUIR STRING QUARTET 
The Muir Quartet, Quartet-in-Residence at Boston University, begins its 24'h 
anniversary this season. It has long been acknowledged as one of the world's most 
powerful and insightful ensembles, distinguishing itself among audiences and critics 
with its "exhilarating involvement" (Boston Globe), "impeccable voicing and 
intonation" (San Francisco Examiner) and " unbridled musicality"(American Record 
Guide). 
Winner of the 1981 Naumburg Chamber Music Award and 1980 Evian 
International String Quartet Competition, the Muir first appeared on the scene in 
1980, and was greeted with rave reviews and an extensive feature in the New 
Yorker. The quartet was also featured on the internationally acclaimed PBS 
broadcast, In Performance at the White House for President and Mrs. Reagan. 
Formed in 1979 following graduation from the Curtis Institute of Music, the Muir 
String Quartet's principal chamber music teachers were Felix Galimir and members 
of the Guarneri Quartet. In its commitment to advancing contemporary American 
music, the Muir Quartet has had commissioned works written for them by such 
distinguished somposers as Lukas Foss (String Quartet No. 4), Joan Tower (Night 
Fields), Sheila Silver (From Darkness Emerging), Richard Danielpour (Shadow Dances 
and Psalms of Sorrow - featured on CVS Sunday Morning), Richard Wilson (Th;-
String Quartet), and Charles Fussell (Being Music -based on poetry of Walt 
Whitman) . The quartet also gave the world premiere performance of the Nativ1 
American collaborative work, Circle of Faith, featured on National Public Radio. 
Recently premiered works include those by esteemed American composers Richard 
Danielpour (Feast of Fools - for bassoon and string quartet), John Goodman (String 
Quartet No. I), Ezra Laderman (String Quartets Nos. 9 and I 0), and Joelle Wallach 
(String Quartet No. 3 ). 
The Muir Quartet has been in residence at Boston University's College of Fine Arts 
since 1983, and gives annual summer workshops at the Boston University 
Tanglewood Institute. The Muir has also given masterclasses at schools nationwide, 
including the Eastman School of Music, the Curtis Institute, and the Shepherd 
School of Music at Rice University in Houston, Texas. For over a decade, the 
quartet has taught, coached, and administered the Advanced Quartet Program at 
the Summit Institute for the Arts and Humanities in Utah, formerly the Snowbird 
Institute now in Park City, Utah, where the Muir works in tandem with composer 
Joan Tower. 
In keeping with the quartet's namesake, the great naturalist, explorer and Sierra 
Club Founder, John Muir, the quartet donates proceeds from its much-touted 
EcoClassics CDs to a variety of environmental and conservation organizations. Its 
recording of the Beethoven Quartets (Op. 132 and the Grosse Fuge) on this label 
ri;' · · ed a 1995 Grammy nomination. The most recent EcoClassics release is a 
n. repertoire CD with flutist Carol Wincenc and baritone Douglas Webster. 
The Muir can also be heard on recording for ADDA/Qualiton and EMI, for which 
it received two Grand Prix du Disque. 
Highlights of recent and upcoming appearances include cities such as New York, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Detroit, Vancouver, Montreal, 
Seattle, Cincinnati, Pittburgh, Phoenix, Toronto, Houston, and Minneapolis. The 
quartet's busy European concert schedule also takes them frequently throughout 
Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, and the Netherlands. 
The Muir has been lauded for its stunning performances of complete Beethoven 
String Quartet cycles in Boston, Providence, Salt Lake City, Bozeman (Montana), the 
University of Maryland, and on the prestigious Slee Series in Buffalo. The 2002-03 
and 2003-04 seasons will bring encore performances of the Beethoven Cycle in 
Boston and Providence by the Muir. 
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